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Abstract

Context: Current smartphone models have a very interesting set of sensors such as cameras, IMUs,
GPS, and environmental variables. This combination of sensors motivates the use of smartphones in
scientific and service applications. One of these applications is precision agriculture, specifically drone
position estimation using computer vision in GPS-denied environments for remote crop measurements.
Method: This work presents the development of EVP, a vision-based position estimation system using
a modern smartphone and computer vision methods. EVP consists of two software applications: an An-
droid app (mobile station) running on a smartphone capable of controlling the drone’s flight, acquiring
images, and transmitting them through a wireless network; and another application (base station) running
on a Linux-based computer capable of receiving the images, processing them and running the position
estimation algorithms using the acquired images. In this work, the mobile station is placed in a quad-
copter. Using EVP, users can configure the mobile and base station software, execute the vision-based
position estimation method, observe position graph results on the base station, and store sensor data in a
database.
Results: EVP was tested in three field tests: an indoor environment, an open field flight, and a field
test over the Engineering Department’s square at Universidad del Valle. The root mean square errors
obtained in XY were 0,166 m, 2,8 m, and 1,4 m, respectively, and they were compared against the
GPS-RTK measurements.
Conclusions: As a result, a vision-based position estimation system called EVP was developed and
tested in realworld experiments. This system can be used in GPS-denied environments to perform tasks
such as 3D mapping, pick-up and delivery of goods, object tracking, among others.
Keywords: Smartphone, position estimation, computer vision.
Acknowledgements: This work was partially funded by the research project “Autonomous Aerial Sys-
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Resumen

Contexto: Los actuales modelos de teléfonos inteligentes tienen un conjunto muy interesante de senso-
res como cámaras, IMUs, GPS y variables ambientales. Esta combinación de sensores motiva el uso de
los teléfonos inteligentes en aplicaciones científicas y de servicio. Una de estas aplicaciones es la agri-
cultura de precisión, específicamente la estimación de posición de un dron usando visión por computador
para realizar mediciones remotas en cultivos.
Método: Este trabajo presenta el desarrollo de EVP, un sistema de estimación de posición basado en
visión usando un teléfono inteligente moderno y métodos de visión por computador. EVP consiste en
dos aplicaciones software, una app de Android (estación móvil) ejecutándose en un teléfono inteligente
capaz de controlar el vuelo de un dron, capturar imágenes, y transmitirlas a través de una red inalámbrica;
y otra aplicación (estación base) ejecutándose en un PC Linux capaz de recibir imágenes, procesarlas
y ejecutar los algoritmos de estimación de posición usando las imágenes adquiridas. En este trabajo,
la estación móvil está ubicada en un cuadracóptero. Usando EVP, los usuarios pueden configurar el
software de la estación móvil y base, ejecutar el método de estimación de posición basado en visión,
observar resultados gráficos de la posición en la estación base y almacenar los datos adquiridos en una
base de datos.
Resultados: EVP fue probada en tres pruebas de campo: en ambientes de interiores, un vuelo en campo
abierto, y sobre la plazoleta de la Facultad de Ingeniería de la Universidad del Valle. Los errores cuadrá-
ticos medios en XY fueron 0,166 m, 2,8 m y 1,4 m respectivamente y comparados con las medidas de
GPS-RTK.
Conclusiones: Como resultado, un sistema de estimación de posición basado en visión llamado EVP
fue desarrollado y probado en experimentos reales. Este sistema puede ser usado en ambientes sin señal
de GPS para realizar tareas como mapeo 3D, recogida y entrega de materiales, seguimiento de objetivos,
entre otros.
Palabras clave: Teléfono inteligente, estimación de posición, visión por computador.
Agradecimientos: Este trabajo fue parcialmente financiado por el proyecto de investigación “Siste-
ma Aéreo Autónomo para Mapear el Contenido de Nitrógeno en Cultivos usando Sensores Micro-
espectrales”, contrato CI2961 de la Universidad del Valle.
Idioma: Español

1. Introduction

Nowadays, smartphones have a high CPU performance, many communication procotols (Wi-Fi,
Bluetooth, NFC, etc.), and a set of specialized sensors (GPS, inertial measurement units, cameras,
pressure, light, etc.). Using these sensors individually or together generates novel development and
research options for applications involving position estimation, where GPS-based methods are most
popular. However, update rate, precision, and signal availability are serious concerns regarding this
method. On the other hand, fine camera motions can be tracked using popular computer vision
techniques such as structure-from-motion [1], visual odometry [2], bundle-adjustment [1], and si-
multaneous and localization and mapping [3]. Nevertheless, all these methods are computationally
expensive, and their implementation into a mobile phone is not straight-forward, which is why this
work describes the development of EVP, a visual-based software system to estimate the position of
a smartphone without relying on any external infrastructure or prior knowledge of the environment.
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Using handheld devices for position estimation opens several research and application horizons.
For instance, this work was developed as a part of a research project in the context of precision
agriculture, where UAV (quadcopters) platforms are used to sense nitrogen signatures in crops
using micro-spectral devices. To do so, UAVs must follow a pre-computed path to perform the
corresponding measurements. This is the global task in the Autonomous Aerial System to Map the
Nitrogen Contents in Crops using Micro- Spectral Sensors research project of Universidad del Valle,
where this work will play the role of following the crop tracks. Additionally, other applications are
building collaborative mosaics using several drones of wide farmlands or carrying out inspection
tasks on civil structures using low-cost drones. Therefore, the visual-based software system for
position estimation described in this work (Fig. 1) was developed in two parts: first, the base station,
which allows users to configure the motion estimation algorithms, acquiring remote images from a
drone, estimating the smartphone position, and visualizing the camera trajectory in a user-friendly
GUI; and second, the mobile application, which transmits telemetry and image data to the base
station. It is worth noting that the quadcopter flight controller in this work is implemented into
the smartphone [4] using its built-in inertial sensors and its computational and communication
capabilities.

Figure 1. EVP system overview

This work is structured as follows: section 2 describes the related works; section 3 contains the
background concepts of monocular position estimation; section 4 shows the design and implemen-
tation of EVP; section 5 presents the tests performed and their results; and section 6 is dedicated to
our conclusions.

2. Related works
Table I summarizes the most relevant works related to this paper, which emphasize on position

estimation using mobile devices and computer vision methods. These works were compared con-
sidering properties such as the computational platform used, the position computation method, the
type of tests performed, camera resolution and orientation, the DOF computed by the algorithm,
the speed of processing in FPS, and whether the algorithm runs on-line or off-line.
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In Table I, the related works can be divided by the position estimation method, used in four ca-
tegories as follows: SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) based solutions, visual odo-
metry methods, structure from motion approaches, and custom methods. SLAM-based solutions
work using images with reduced resolution, due the computational cost of the SLAM pipeline. For
instance, the best results reported correspond to [5], where a position error of up to 2,21 m in a
field of 600 m2 was achieved. In this case, a PTAM (Parallel Tracking Mapping) method was used
to estimate the 6DOF of the smartphone. In [6], the authors propose position estimation methods
based on monocular and EKF SLAM, respectively. However, as shown in Table I, the processing
speeds achieved were not high enough to be used in dynamic environments.

To estimate the position of a mobile vehicle in space while reducing the computational cost, other
methods lighter than SLAM-based approaches could be explored. That is the case of the works in
Table I that use visual odometry. In [7], the authors propose a position estimation system based on
visual odometry methods using a Huawei smartphone, which is used for augmented reality appli-
cations. In [8], a visual odometry system is proposed for applications involving assisted navigation
for blind people, where a graph model of the environment is computed. Some visual odometry met-
hods implemented in the works shown in Table I perform well, considering some constraints such
as putting artificial landmarks in the environment [9], [10], or working along short distances [11].
In [9], [11], and [10], these constraints had to be kept in mind, given that loop closure computations
were not considered. However, in [12], the authors are continuously building a semi-dense map and
matching the current image with it to estimate the smartphone’s position in real time. This position
estimation method is used for indoor augmented reality applications.

Another option for position estimation of a mobile device with constrained computation resour-
ces is to divide the estimation process in two parts: one part corresponds to heavy calculations,
and another one to mobile data acquisition. This strategy is observed in various works in Table
I, especially those corresponding to structure from motion and custom methods. Structure from
motion-based methods involve heavy computation procedures, but they yield very precise results.
For this reason, in [13] and [14], two main steps are considered: first, a mapping stage where a
previous map is computed; and second, a localization stage where the mobile device (a smartphone

Table I. Related works

Ref. Platform Method Tests Resol. Cam.
Head. DOF FPS Run

[5] iPhone 3G PTAM Real 240x320 Vertical 6 30 Online

[6]
Samsung S2

- PC Mon. SLAM Real 640x480 Horizontal 6 1 Online

[7] Huawei Vis. Odom. Real 1334x750 Horizontal 4 - Online
[9] Samsung S4 Vis. Odom. Real 320x240 Horizontal 4 15 Online
[8] iPhone 7 Vis. Odom. Real 640x480 Horizontal 6 20 Online

[11] M. device - PC Vis. Odom. Simulation 1392x512 Horizontal 4 1 Offline
[10] iPhone 8 Vis. Odom. Real 1334x750 Vertical 2 - Online
[13] M. device - PC Bund. Adj. Real 3024x4032 Vertical - - Offline
[14] M. device - PC SFM Real - Horizontal 3 30 Online
[15] JetsonTX2 - PC Edge Mat. Structured - Horizontal 3 15 Offline
[16] M. device App. Based Database 2560x1920 Horizontal 1 - Offline
[17] iPhone 6S Homog. Est. Real 3072×2048 Horizontal 3 - Online
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in [13] and a drone in [14]) remotely receives the position estimation. In both cases, bundle ad-
justment and structure from motion methods are used to estimate the position of the mobile device
using non-linear minimization approaches of the re-projection error in a set of continuous images.

Custom methods to estimate mobile device position in space are also used. In [15], [16], and [17],
the authors propose two appearance-based methods to estimate relative position. In [15], the aut-
hors use an edge-based matcher in structured environments to compute the relative position of a
small drone. In [16], they use a pre-loaded image database, SURF features, and the smartphone’s
camera data to estimate the user position in 1D indoors environments such as hallways. In these
cases, most of the hard work is done remotely, and it assumes that the environment was previously
mapped. In [17], an optimal homography computation method is proposed; in this approach, mar-
kers are used to validate the planar constraint when computing the homography matrix.

Table I describes important properties when it comes to developing a position estimation system
that uses a mobile device. EVP was developed considering the following properties: first, it is
divided in two parts, one focused on the position calculation (base station, where CPU-demanding
algorithms are executed) and another one in data acquisition (smartphone). Second, although visual
odometry methods could be used, SLAM-based methods constitute a more compact solution. For
this reason, this study uses the ORB- SLAM approach [18]. Third, to constraint the communication
bandwidth and the processing time, the captured images must have a reduced resolution. Fourth,
horizontal camera orientation is preferred to increase the time in which image features can be
tracked. Finally, online operation is desired.

3. Monocular vision-based position estimation
According to Fig. 1, the position estimation system proposed for this work includes one mono-

cular camera, which is why, in this work, position estimation is done using monocular SLAM,
specifically with the ORB-SLAM approach [18]. In this approach, the camera position is defined
with respect to a reference coordinate frame W. At each time instant k, the camera position can be
defined using the element Tk ∈ SE3, where Tk defines a transformation of coordinates between
W and the camera center of projection C. Then, any point in space p with respect to W can be
projected into an X image point using Eq. (1):

X = K · Thk · P (1)

Where K is the intrinsic calibration matrix, Thk is the camera position in homogeneous coordina-
tes, P is the 3D space point in homogenous coordinates, and X is the image point in homogenous
coordinates. Then, all interest points automatically detected in ORB-SLAM use Eq. (1) to get their
representation in image space. These interest points are binary features called ORB [19]. In compa-
rison with their counterparts, such as SIFT or SURF, ORB image descriptors are faster to detect and
match. By using these image descriptors, ORB-SLAM implements a bundle adjustment approach
in conjunction with a key frame selection method to estimate the 3D location in space of the ORB
features.
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While using these 3D features at each bundle of images, three threads are running: tracking, local
mapping, and loop closing. The aim of the tracking thread is to estimate the camera position at
every frame and decide when a key frame is to be inserted to boost the bundle adjustment algorithm.
Then, using the key frames detected so far, local mapping is built using local bundle adjustment;
additionally, this algorithm is used to remove low quality features and redundant key frames. In the
context of SLAM methods, it is important to solve the loop closure problem. In ORB-SLAM, this
is done by means of similarity measurements each time a key frame is detected. If a loop closure
is detected, a position graph optimization process is performed. All these tasks are detailed in the
following subsections to understand how the position of the drone is estimated in this work.

3.1. Initialization
At the very beginning, image features must be initialized properly, even though the scene may

have planar or non-planar structures. First, ORB features are extracted from current frame Fc and
reference frame Fr. Then, correspondences are found in frames xc ↔ xr. Second, homography and
the fundamental matrix are robustly computed using Eq. (2):

xc = Hcrxr ; xTc Fcr xr = 0 (2)

The homography and fundamental matrix models are scored [18], and only one is selected to
estimate the initial relative motion until the second key frame is selected. Along this trajectory,
local bundle adjustment is performed to optimize camera position.

3.2. Tracking
The tracking thread in ORB-SLAM uses the ORB descriptors computed from FAST corners in

the current image frame Fr [18]. Then, a constant velocity model is implemented to predict the
camera position and use it to search map points already stored in other neighboring key frames.
This search is performed by projecting a local map of key points into the current frame FC . The
camera position is optimized with all the map points found that satisfy a specific set of conditions.
First, the re-projection error of map key points must be minimized using Eqs. (3) and (4):

ei = xic − π(Tc, X
i
k) (3)

C =
∑
i

δ(eTi Ωei) (4)

Where ei is the i-th re-projection error of the i-th key point in the local map, xic is the i-th key
point in the image, π is the re-projection function, which depends on the current camera position
Tc and the 3D world map point X i

k, C is the function to minimize which depends on the Huber
robust cost function δ, and Ω is the uncertainty with respect to the scale. Second, all key points
which viewing direction, compared to the map mean viewing direction that are less than cos(60°)
are kept. Also, all key points which are outside the map scale invariance region must be discarded.
Once the camera position is tracked, the insertion of key frames depends on conditions such as the
number of frames from the last global re-localization, the number of frames from the last key frame
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insertion, the minimum number of map points tracked, and the percentage of map points tracked
since Fr.

3.3. Local mapping
The local mapping thread tracks the points as described in Section 3.2 and checks if they are

observed for at least three key frames [18]. Then, if those points have no previous matches with
other map points, they are added to the current local map. This means that these new points are
linked with the corresponding key frame in the local graph representation. Afterwards, local bundle
adjustment (Eqs. (3) and (4)) is performed using the current frame Fc and all neighbor key frames
that are related to Fc through the shared ORB features. This is done to refine the camera positions
in the graph map representation. Finally, in this thread, key frame removing is performed if 90 %
of the ORB features are observed in at least other three key frames.

3.4. Loop closure
In parallel, the loop closing thread uses the current processed key frame F c and tries to detect

loop closure events. To do so, a robust and dynamic bag-of-words approach is performed [18] each
time a key frame is added to the graph map. By using this bag of words, all current ORB features
belonging to the current key frame are used to find correspondences with other key frames (at least
30 neighbors). A loop closure candidate is accepted if it is possible to track it in at least 3 key
frames. Then, using all the key frame candidates Fl and their correspondences with the current
frame FC , a transformation similarity is computed to know the geometric error accumulated in the
loop. This relative similarity optimization is described in Eqs. (5) and (6).

e1 = x1,i − π1(S1,2, X2,j) (5)
e2 = x2,j − π2(S−1

1,2 , X1,i)

C =
∑
n

(
ρh
(
eT1 Ω−1

1,i e1) + ρh(eT2 Ω−1
2,je2

))
(6)

Where e1 and e2 define the re-projection errors between key frame 1 and 2; x1,i and x2,j are the
corresponding ORB features; π1 and π2 are the projection functions at each key frame; S1,2 is the
relative transformation between key frames 1 and 2; X1,i and X2,j are the corresponding 3D map
points; Ω−1

1,i and Ω−1
2,j are the covariances matrices associated to scale at each key frame; and C is

the cost function to minimize. Then, the selected loop closure candidate will be the one that better
explains the geometric constraints of all key frames and common correspondences with FC in the
loop.

4. Development of EVP
As depicted in Fig. 1, EVP was developed in two main parts, namely the base station and the

mobile device. The base station allows users to configure, compute, and monitor the position esti-
mation of a drone. This process is a CPU-demanding task that is performed off-board the drone.
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The flight controller of the drone (mobile station) is based on an Android smartphone, which is also
in charge of acquiring and transmitting images to the base station. Therefore, two software develop-
ments are present in this work, which are described in detail in the following sections, considering
the RUP [20] methodology for software engineering. This software development methodology in-
cludes various design and test documents, but, to keep this document short, only the functional and
non-functional requirements, concept diagram, and class diagrams are described in this work.

4.1. Design of EVP
Considering the analysis of the related works presented in section 2, the functional and non-

functional requirements for the EVP software tool in the base station are detailed below:

• Functional requirements: Users are able to configure the position estimation algorithm using
a friendly GUI; they are able to set all the flight mission parameters using a friendly GUI;
and they are able to start, stop, and resume a flight mission using the GUI. EVP must allow
connecting with the drone, using wireless communication to receive the acquired images;
it uses the images to estimate the drone’s position in space. Users are able to visualize the
estimated position graphically, and EVP must send the estimated position to the drone.

• Non-functional requirements: the development environment is based on Java 8, update 121.
EVP uses the jmatplot API to show the estimated position, and it uses OpenCV version 3.4.
EVP runs on Ubuntu Linux 16.04.5. The IDE used to develop EVP is NetBeans 8.0.2.

These functional requirements were mapped into the concept diagram shown in Fig. 2a. In this Fi-
gure, it can be observed that users in the base station can manage, configure, monitor, and operate
the mission using the EVP GUI, which runs on the base station and is also in charge of commu-
nicating with the drone to send the configuration parameters and receive the images acquired by
the smartphone. These images are used to compute the drone position off-board. Afterwards, this
position is used in the base station to plot the graphs and then send them back to the drone.

Considering the functional requirements described above and the conceptual diagram depicted
in Fig. 2a, the EVP base station software tool was implemented using the class diagram shown
in Fig. 2b. In this diagram, the EVP station base software was divided into three packages: GUI
event handlers (blue boxes), data processing (orange boxes), and GUI containers (green boxes).
GUI event handlers implement all the actions to perform when a graphical component issues an
event; all these graphical components are implemented in the GUI containers and they allow pa-
rameterizing the EVP position estimation approach used, as well as configuring the EVP software
tool. Also, the data processing packages include the ORB- SLAM main thread, the plotting tools,
and different support classes to communicate results with other packages.

All the communications sent and received by the EVP GUI in the base station are issued by
the smartphone in the drone. An Android application was also developed, and its functional and
non-functional requirements are listed below:

• Functional requirements: users can enable or disable the communication module. The EVP
app is able to communicate using a wireless link to the base station; it app must acquire
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2. a) Conceptual diagram of the EVP base station software tool; b) EVP station base class diagram
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images using the smartphone camera; and it must be able to send the images acquired and
receive the estimated position of the drone from the base station.

• Non-functional requirements: Android studio version 2.0 is used to develop the EVP app.
The development language is Java 7, update 121. To acquire and pre-process the images,
OpenCV 3.0 is used. A flight controller based on Java running on the smartphone is used.

Fig. 3a shows the conceptual diagram of the EVP app’s mobile station. It runs on the smartphone,
which is also in charge of flight control. The EVP app is remotely executed explicitly by users,

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. a) Conceptual diagram of the EVP mobile station software tool; b) EVP app class diagram
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and they must also enable or disable the communication module. Afterwards, if users enable the
communication module, the data acquisition begins, sending images to the base station to estimate
the drone’s position. This is due to the fact that the smartphone in the drone does not have enough
CPU power to perform this calculation.

Considering the functional requirements of the EVP app and the conceptual diagram described
above, the implementation of this EVP app was in accordance with the class diagram depicted
in Figure 3b. In this Figure, it can be observed that three different packages were implemented:
camera handling (yellow boxes), wireless link handler (green boxes), and miscellaneous tools (red
boxes). The EVP app was implemented considering two modules and the main program. These two
modules are the communication and data acquisition modules, which use the packages mentioned
above to perform their tasks. It must be added that the EVP app’s main program is in charge of
integrating all Android-based activities.

4.2. Description of the EVP software tool
As mentioned before, the EVP software tool has two main parts, and the interaction between the

user, the EVP base station, and the EVP app assumes the following process:

1. The user starts the EVP base station software tool and the EVP mobile station on the smartp-
hone.

2. The user configures the flight parameters using the EVP base station and sends them to the
EVP mobile station.

3. The user starts the flight mission manually and then remotely enables the position estimation
module in the EVP app.

4. The EVP mobile station starts receiving telemetry data and images from the quadcopter (mo-
bile station). Then, the EVP base station computes the quadcopter’s position, visualizes the
results, and sends the estimated position to the quadcopter. This data exchange takes place
during the flight mission.

Fig. 4 shows the EVP base station’s GUI, which implements the functional requirements des-
cribed in section 4.1. It is divided in three main parts: the first panel (green rectangle) shows the
institutional logos; the second panel (red rectangle) allows users to configure the wireless link to
the quadcopter, the folder where all data collected will be stored, and the basic ORB-SLAM para-
meters (the number of image features to detect, the number of decomposition levels for each image
feature, the scale factor at each decomposition level for each image feature, the minimum initial
number of features detected, and the minimum number of features detected in subsequent pair of
frames); and a status panel (blue rectangle) where the wireless link and the communication and
running status are shown.

An important aspect of the configuration panel in Figure 4 is defining the camera parameters.
This is done by using the “Establish Camera Parameters” button. Then, a dialog shows up to mo-
dify the intrinsic camera parameters, the distortion coefficients, the FPS, and the color space used.
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Figure 4. EVP base station GUI, configuration module

Afterwards, by clicking on the “Configure” button, all this information is stored in the base station
and sent to the flight controller in the quadcopter’s smartphone. Afterwards, the position estimation
algorithm of the quadcopter in the base station can be started.

At this point of the process, the user manually starts the flight mission and enables the position
estimation module in the EVP mobile station. To this effect, Fig. 5a shows the EVP mobile station
GUI, where the user selects the wireless network name and configures the communication port.
The EVP base station and mobile station exchange data using a client/server communication. Once
the communication is established, the EVP mobile station is activated, and it remotely enables the
position estimation system.

Once the position estimation system is running in the base station, raw data is exchanged bet-
ween the EVP base and mobile station using the frame structure depicted in Fig. 5b. This data
frame is used to notify different events such as: connection/disconnection of the EVP mobile sta-
tion, enable/disable commands for the position estimation system, and EVP status. At running state,
the EVP mobile station continuously sends image data to the EVP base station at a fixed 640x380
resolution. Then, the EVP base station computes the quadcopter’s position and sends it back to the
EVP mobile station using the position data field. This field contains the translation vector (tx, ty, tz)
and the unit quaternion (qw, qx, qy, qz), which describes the current quadcopter’s position in space.

At the same time, in the EVP base station, users have all the corresponding functionalities, as
shown in Fig. 6. In this Figure, users can start or stop the position estimation system, which agrees
with the remote enable/disable functionality in the EVP mobile station. Also, users can visualize
the current position of the quadcopter, and this position can be plotted in the EVP base station.
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Figure 5. a) EVP app GUI; b) communication data frame structure

Figure 6. EVP base station GUI, position estimation module
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Afterwards, the drone’s position is sent to the quadcopter.

Users can also observe a text log with all communication events during the flight mission. Finally,
status information is shown at the bottom of the GUI, as depicted in Fig. 4.

5. Test and results
The experimentation platform is presented in Fig. 7. The hardware and software of this plat-

form was designed and implemented in the context of [4]. As observed in Fig. 7, the smartphone
(LG Nexus 5X, Android Nougat 7.1.1), which runs robust and optimal flight controllers, is placed
below the quadcopter. The quadcopter used has a carbon fiber LJI 500-X4 frame. Moreover, the
quadcopter has a radius of 0,3 m and a weight of 450 g, and it can lift a payload of 250 g. Also,
this smartphone is running the EVP mobile app described in section 4. The smartphone’s camera is
facing downwards to capture the images used to estimate the quadcopter’s position.

The position estimation performed by the ORB-SLAM algorithm in the base station needs the
camera calibration parameters. These parameters are listed as follows: the camera focus fx =
494, 081, 41, fy = 494, 161, 57; the main point is located at cx = 319, 852, 28 and cy = 173, 561, 74;
and the distortion parameters are k1 = 0, 040, 01, k2 = −0, 090, 02, k3 = 0, 000, 00, p1 =
−0, 0140, 001, and p2 = 0, 000, 00. These parameters where obtained using the Bouguet Matlab
toolbox [21].

In this section, the results of three different tests are presented. First, the EVP software tool was
tested using only the smartphone and describing a known circular indoor trajectory. The aim of this
test was to check the position estimation functionalities in a controlled indoor environment. Second,
an open field test was performed with the aim of validating the position estimation approach in
low textured outdoors environments with EVP. Finally, a field test was conducted with the aim of
checking the EVP position estimation in more textured outdoor environments. In all these tests, the
EVP base station software tool was executed in a laptop Dell Vostro 3500, with an Intel Core i5
CPU, 6Gb of RAM, and running Ubuntu 16.04 LTS Xenial.

Figure 7. Quadcopter and the relative position of the smartphone (facing downwards)
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Fig. 8a shows images captured using the LG Nexus 5X smartphone, which describe a circular
motion using a monopod support. The smartphone and the support were moved by hand along a
circular trajectory painted on the ground with a 2,2 m radius. As observed in Fig. 8a, this test was
performed indoors in a semi-structured environment. Fig. 8b shows the trajectory estimated by EVP
in red, as well as the ground truth in blue. Additionally, the X and Y estimated position errors are
depicted in Fig. 8c.

By observing these figures, it can be seen that the EVP-estimated trajectory is very similar to the
ground truth, which shows promising results in estimating the smartphone’s trajectory indoors. At
the very beginning, there is a high cumulative error, which is reduced along the trajectory, thanks
the local bundle adjustment methods implemented in ORB-SLAM. This is also shown in Fig. 8c,
where the XY error graphs have noticeable deviations in the initial part of the circular path. In this
test, the root mean square error along the estimated trajectory was 0,166 m.

Fig. 9a shows images captured from the drone’s point of view during the open field test. This
flight took place in the football field of Universidad del Valle, Cali, Colombia, covering an area of
approximately 27 x 28 m. It is worth noting that the drone was not flying autonomously; it was
manually controlled. As it can be observed in Fig. 9a, the captured images are low-textured, which
poses a serious challenge for the position estimation algorithm implemented into the EVP software
tool. Additionally, these images show the worst-case scenario. The ground truth in this test was
obtained using a GPS-RTK system with an accuracy of 0,5 m. However, GPS-RTK systems do not
have a high sampling frequency in comparison with the ORB-SLAM implemented into the EVP
software tool.

Fig. 9b shows the resulting trajectory in the open field test in blue, as well as the GPS-RTK posi-
tioning in red. This Figure shows a closed trajectory which starts at approximately (-22,5 m, 10 m),
since the GPS- RTK base station was located at (0, 0). In general, the software-estimated trajectory
has a similar shape to the GPS-RTK trajectory. However, the last parts of these trajectories differ
from each other due to the cumulative errors in the EVP-estimated trajectory, since the images ta-
ken from the drone’s point of view are very homogeneous and low-texture. Therefore, perceptual
aliasing is high. This is a tough situation that many SLAM solutions cannot solve without combi-
ning other types of sensors. Also, in Fig. 9c, an error plot is depicted. This error plot corresponds to
the cumulative error in X and Y along the trajectory. By using these readings, the root mean square
error of the whole trajectory was 2,8 m, which is less compared with common positioning errors in
GNSS mobile networks [22].

The third test was performed in the Engineering Department’s small square at Universidad del
Valle. In this test, images with a richer texture, in comparison with the second test, were acquired
(Fig. 10a). This test covered an area of approximately 27,5 x 9 m. Again, the drone was not flying
autonomously.

Fig. 10b shows the estimated trajectory computed by the EVP software tool in blue, and the
ground truth using GPS-RTK in red. The quadcopter starts flying in the bottom right corner, and
then it moves right. Fig. 10b shows a reduction in the estimation error, as observed in Fig. 10c.
Again, due to cumulative error, the upper section in Figure 10b shows an increase in the relative
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position error.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 8. a) Some images obtained from the smartphone’s point of view when performing the circular trajectory; b)
circular trajectory estimated by EVP in red and ground truth in blue; c) trajectory error
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 9. a) Some images obtained from the drone’s point of view when performing this trajectory; b) trajectory in
open field estimated by EVP in blue, and ground truth obtained from GPS-RTK in red; c) Trajectory error vs. number
of measures over time
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 10. a) Some images obtained from the drone point of view when performing this trajectory; b) Trajectory along
the rounda-bout of Engineering Faculty estimated by EVP in blue, and ground truth obtained from GPS-RTK in red;
c) Trajectory error Vs. number of measures over time
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In general, the EVP-estimated trajectory has a similar shape in comparison with the GPS-RTK
trajectory. Using the error plots in Figure 10c, the root square error of the entire trajectory was
computed, and it resulted in 1,4 m. This improvement was due to the richer image texture used by
EVP to compute the drone’s position. In these situations, the ORB-SLAM approach can estimate
better relative drone positions in comparison with the second test described above.

The related works show quantitative results that can be compared with the results obtained in this
work. In [6] ,̧ the authors report tests in an indoor area of 3 x 4 m with localization errors of up to
0,0127 m. Additionally, they perform outdoor tests over a 180 m path with localization errors of
up to 2,2m. In [9], the authors perform an indoor test over a 12 m path with localization errors of
up to 0,84 m. In [11], the authors report localization errors of up to 35 % of a path performed in an
outdoor area of 250 x 150 m. In [10], the authors perform an indoor test in an area of 39 x 21 m
with localization errors of up 10 m. In [16], the authors report results with localization errors of up
to 2,8 m using tests in an indoor area of 15 x 8 m. In [8], the authors report results of localization
errors of up to 0,148 m in an area of 3 x 4 m, and errors of up to 1,7 % in indoor navigation. More
relevant results are presented in [13], where the authors perform indoor tests in rooms with area of
11 x 5,5 m. The tests reported localization errors of up to up 0,3 m. Also in [17], localization errors
of up to 2,6 cm in outdoor paths of up to 15,5 m is reported.

Considering the quantitative results described above, the most accurate results correspond to tests
performed indoors and in small areas (errors of up to 0,3 m). Furthermore, tests over large areas
or large non- closed paths have high localization errors (up to 10 m or 35 % of the path length). In
this work, indoor tests reported localization errors up 0,166 m in an area of 15 m2. Additionally,
localization errors of up to 2,8 m were reported in a football field with low-texture information
and covering an area of 25 x 27,5 m. The test performed in the Engineering Department square
reported localization errors of up to 1,4 m in an area of 23 x 8,5 m. Therefore, considering the
quantitative results obtained, EVP is a software tool that outperforms the reviewed results. EVP is
an option to keep in mind in outdoor applications that need position estimation using vision sensors
in GPS-denied environments.

6. Conclusions

In this work, the EVP software tool was presented. It was developed in two parts: the EVP base
station and the EVP mobile app. In the EVP base station, users can configure the flight parameters,
the ORB-SLAM parameters to estimate the drone’s position, and the communication link with the
drone to receive the remote captured images and telemetry data; as well as visualizing the drone’s
estimated position. In the EVP mobile app, users can configure the network parameters to com-
municate data to the EVP base station, as well as enabling the position estimation module and
receiving estimated drone position from the EVP base station.

The position estimation method used was the ORB-SLAM for monocular cameras. Using this
implementation, the EVP software tool does not need any artificial landmarks in the environment
nor calibration patterns to track and estimate the drone’s position. Additionally, the EVP software
tool does not need any previous knowledge of the environment to estimate the drone’s position in
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space using 6DOF. However, according to the tests performed and their results, it is very important
to have high-textured images of the environment to obtain good position estimation results.

The EVP software tool was tested using three different experiments: first, using the smartphone
only, and describing a circular indoor known trajectory; second, an open field test was performed
in the main football field of Universidad del Valle; and third, another field test in the Engineering
Department’s small square at Universidad del Valle. In the first experiment, the EVP software tool
obtained an RMS error of up to 0,166 m in comparison with a ground truth circular trajectory
of 2,2 m diameter painted on the ground. In the second and third experiments, the EVP software
tool obtained an RMS error of up to 2,8 m and 1,4 m, respectively, in comparison with a ground
truth trajectory using GPS-RTK. The RMS error in the third experiment was lower in comparison
with the second field experiment, since images reported from the drone are richer in texture. These
quantitative results were compared with those reviewed in the literature. As a result, EVP is an
option to keep in mind in outdoors applications that need position estimation using vision sensors
in GPS-denied environments.

Finally, future works include merging the image data with inertial sensors to adjust and reduce po-
sition estimation errors due to oscillations or sudden motions during flight. Also, the EVP position
estimation could be completely implemented into the smartphone. In this way, the communication
load due to continuous image transmission from the drone to the base station will be minimized,
which enables the use of this kind of solutions in real-time applications.
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